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Practicing for profit
A patient, lying on bed with intense care, can be a source of huge profit. The term ‘profit’ can be treated
as improvement in experience of the doctor or it can fill his pocket with money or both. Health cannot
be compromised. A man on bed strives for health till his last breath. He can do anything to avoid such a
fatal illness and trouble. He strives for life. For the sake of life anything is unnecessary for him. The man
is unconscious like a common man. Unaware of the medical terms and treatments. His ultimate wish is
health at any cost under the supervision of a ‘massiah’.
Materialism has dragged the masses into a run of snatching rights. Professional services are paid than
delivered. Any professional is honorable until it serves best to humanity. But when it practices for
personal benefits, code of ethics fades away. Patients are often treated this way.
True that medical study is not easy and is costly. It is hard for a doctor to earn bread and butter. That
promotes street clinics. Due to lack of regular check and balance policy these clinics play a role of
earning. Attracting more patients often demand low capacity medicine or asking the patients to visit
regularly. As the fee is on regular basis and is expanded when demand goes high. Even some doctors
suggest long run injections and medicine course even for a rash. In the period of dengue attack, each
doctor was making his own axe grind by applying drips and charging high fee. Access to hospital is a
tough job as the busy doctors pay less attention to the patients. That is why hospitals are concerned
only in emergency or when ‘street doctor’ recommends. According to medical economics, “The most
successful ideas address the needs of a doctor's current patient base—general surgeons offering
prostheses and wigs to chemotherapy patients, for instance. Another example is the customized
pregnancy calendar that Detroit-area obstetricians John R. Sanborn and Michael A. Genord are selling,
usually for $29.95 a pop. Their patients receive it free, but sales to other expectant women bring in
$7,000 to $10,000 monthly”.
The image signifies the doctors who are discussing their profit rather than blood pressure. Doctor is
unaware of the fact and asks about patient report as his intension is to cure the patient while his
assistant tells that it is the profit scale that is rising high. Profit cheers everyone and steps high than
anything other thing. Talking about profit is degrading medical professionalism and displaying the
downfall of code of conduct in medicine profession.
Medical profession is the most honorable because it has the ability to give life and to cure the illness.
But it is cursed when it converts into business.
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